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Synopsis 
 
 

From acclaimed writer/director Julio Medem (Lovers of the Arctic Circle) comes 

SEX AND LUCÍA, a visually stunning and thematically adventurous look at 

passion, elusive relationships and deep bonds between people who thought they 

were strangers.  Writer/director Medem has steadily garnered a reputation as 

one of the central figures in Spanish film today, particularly in the Basque cinema 

that is not often seen in the United States.  He has explored themes of love, 

death, nature and chance in his films.  Critics have compared his work to Borges 

and Bunuel, David Lynch and Krzysztof Kieslowski.  With SEX AND LUCÍA, 

Medem has created a complex, ethereal film through the use of imagery such as 

the symbolism of the sun and moon.  The plot unfolds enigmatically, exploring 

the power that sexuality has in shaping our lives. 

 

Lucía is a young waitress in Madrid.  After the loss of her long-time boyfriend, a 

writer, she seeks refuge on a quiet, secluded Mediterranean island.  There, 

bathed in an atmosphere of fresh air, dazzling sun, and glistening deep blue 

water, Lucía begins to discover the dark corners of her past relationship.  It is as 

if she is reading forbidden passages of a novel, which the author only now, from 

afar, allows her to read.  Is it fact or fiction?  Does the island become a metaphor 

for rebirth?  As the writer creates the character’s “journey,” can we too, re-create 

our lives in any moment? 

 

SEX AND LUCÍA stars Paz Vega (Talk to Her), in her Goya Award winning 

performance as Lucía, Tristán Ulloa (Open Your Eyes) as Lorenzo, Najwa Nimri 

(Lovers of the Arctic Circle) as Elena, Daniel Freire (Adventures of God) as 

Carlos, and Elena Anaya (Where the World Ends) as Belén. The film’s haunting 

score by Alberto Iglesias (All About My Mother) also garnered a Goya Award.   
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SEX AND LUCÍA played to critical acclaim at the 2001 Toronto International Film 

Festival, 2002 Sundance Film Festival and Rotterdam Film Festival.  Medem also 

won the Golden Needle Award for Best Director at the 2002 Seattle Film Festival 

where he was honored as an Emerging Master.  This follows close on the heels 

of hugely successful runs in Spain, France and Great Britain. 
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Background 
 
 
After directing Lovers of the Arctic Circle, Julio Medem wanted to present a less 

downbeat approach to human relationships.  He set out to write SEX AND 
LUCÍA for Najwa Nimri, who plays Elena in the film.  Nimri starred as Ana in 

Lovers of the Arctic Circle, and Medem wanted to give her a less tragic end than 

the one she had in that acclaimed film.  He also wanted to work with his 

girlfriend, Montse Sanz, who is the art director on SEX AND LUCÍA and is 

responsible for the film’s evocative and luminous look.  Medem would later go on 

to dedicate the film to Sanz.  

Medem began writing the story after inspiration hit during a vacation on the tiny 

island of Formentera, a trip he made prior to directing Lovers of the Arctic Circle.  

When he arrived on the little-known island off the coast of Spain, he immediately 

knew he found the setting for his next film.  The story began with the 

development of the character of Lucía and the beautiful island she escapes to.  

Simultaneously he began developing a novel entitled El Sexo, which he later 

turned into a separate script.  Medem then set about joining the two scripts.  One 

year and eight drafts later, SEX AND LUCÍA was born. 

The character of Lucía demanded Medem find an actress that could convey 

vulnerability and combine it with sex appeal, a difficult combination to portray.  

When asked about the character of Lucía, and finding the actress that had the 

ability to play her, Medem said, “You could maybe say she is strong, and yet 

feminine.  I found Paz Vega, who I think is wonderful. “ 

Medem believes that SEX AND LUCÍA is unlike anything he has ever done 

before, citing a desire to change from one film to the next.  Identifying with 

Lucía’s flight to run away, Medem says, “I was actually trying to escape myself 

with this film…the atmosphere and light on this Mediterranean island allows you 

to use a lighter touch, to become something new, to leave your old self behind.” 
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A trademark of Medem as a filmmaker is the long rehearsal period that he insists 

on before filming begins.  All of his films start with his original stories that grow 

out of his experience and his imagination.  To better convey the feel of each 

script he believes the intense rehearsal period brings the actors closer to his 

words, and helps him transfer the character from the page to the actor.  Says 

Medem of this exhaustive but integral part of the process, “During the rehearsals, 

I try to get to the centre of the character with the actor, and once I feel we have 

captured the character, I get out and look at it from the outside.  It’s a very 

intense process during which things start to change.” 

This almost organic approach to the script shows in the depth of the characters, 

the daring, sexy and evocative unfolding of relationships, and in the love story 

whose past and future enhances the present.  SEX AND LUCÍA is a luminous 

film, a haunting journey, and an extremely involving love story. 
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Biographies 
 

PAZ VEGA (Lucía): Seville-born Paz Vega was the winner of a Goya Award for 

Best New Actress for her portrayal of Lucía.  However, the acting accolades did 

not end there.  In 2001 Vega was also nominated for a Best Actress Goya for her 

other film, Solo Mia.  Vega first established herself in the Spanish television show 

7 Vidas, yet until this year most of her roles have been small.  She appeared in 

the films Nobody Knows Anybody, I Will Survive, and Zapping and on the 

Spanish television shows, Companeros, Mas que amigos, and Menudo es mi 

padre.  Despite the minimal exposure, these roles were enough to get her 

noticed by director Julio Medem.  Medem had faith that this virtual unknown 

could bring the right combination of strength and vulnerability to the title role of 

Lucía.  His belief was clearly rewarded in her stunning, award-winning 

performance.  Upcoming films for Vega include Novo and Pedro Almodóvar’s 

Talk to Her. 

 

TRISTÁN ULLOA (Lorenzo):  Ulloa is also a two-time Goya nominee including a 

nod for his performance as Lorenzo in SEX AND LUCÍA.  He previously received 

a nomination for Best New Actor in the well-received film Mensaka.  Ulloa has 

carved out an impressive career in film, television and on stage in Spain.  Born in 

Orleans, France, Ulloa began his career with the film Open Your Eyes, and went 

on to parts in Memorias del ángel caído, Pasen y vean, Mensaka, Rewind, Los 

sin nombre, Beats, Marta y alrededores, Km. 0, and No llores Germain.  His 

television roles include work on Se vende, El comisario, Mas que amigos, and La 

Vida en el Aire, among others.  He has also appeared on stage in two plays by 

Jesus Salgado, Santa Cruz and Roberto Zucco, as well as the productions of 

Invierno de luna alegre, Apertura Orangutan, and Don Juan Tenorio. 

 

NAJWA NIMRI (Elena): SEX AND LUCÍA marks the second time Nimri has 

worked with director Julio Medem.  Medem previously directed Nimri in her 

Goya-nominated Best Actress performance in Lovers of the Arctic Circle.  Nimri 
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was once again nominated for a Goya, this time as Best Supporting Actress, for 

her moving portrayal of Elena in SEX AND LUCÍA.  Nimri has also appeared in 

Open Your Eyes, The Citizen, Asfalto, Before Night Falls, and Fausto 5.0.  In 

addition to her gifts as an actress, Nimri is a gifted composer and singer.  Her 

group, Najwajean, recently put out their first CD, entitled No Blood. 

 

ELENA ANAYA (Belén): Rounding out the Goya nominations Elena Anaya also 

received a nod as Best Supporting Actress for her portrayal of Belén.  Since her 

first film, Africa, in 1996, Anaya has not stopped working.  Her list of films 

includes Familia, Grandes ocasiones, Black Tears, Where the World Ends, 

Fading Memories, Invierno de las Anjanas, and Árbol del penitente.  Upcoming 

for Anaya are roles in No News from God, La habitación azul, and Talk to Her.  

Anaya has also graced the stage with performances in Una luz que ya no esta 

and A bocados. 

 

JULIO MEDEM (Director): Born in Donosti, San Sebastian, Julio Medem is one 

of Spain’s most recognized and honored directors.  Medem has received critical 

acclaim and numerous awards for his work.  His films have competed in festivals 

around the world, including Cannes, Venice, Tokyo, and Sundance, and he just 

won the Golden Needle Award for Best Director at the 2002 Seattle Film Festival 

where he was honored as an Emerging Master. 

 

SEX AND LUCÍA, in addition to being an official selection at the Sundance Film 

Festival and the Toronto International Film Festival, was honored with 12 Goya 

nominations and took home two of the coveted awards:  Best New Actress for 

Paz Vega and Best Music for Alberto Iglesias. 

 

Medem’s last film, Lovers of the Arctic Circle garnered tremendous international 

attention at festivals from Venice to Valladolid to Sundance and was distributed 

in the United States by Fine Line Features.  It also won two Goya Awards, for 

Best Editing and Best Music.  His 1996 film Tierra (Earth) was an official 
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selection at Cannes and nominated for two Goya Awards.  Tierra also won Best 

Spanish Film of the Year at the Valladolid Film Festival.   

 

Medem’s award-winning career began with his first film, Vacas (Cows). The film 

received the Goya for Best New Director; won the BFI’s Sutherland Trophy for 

“The Most Original and Imaginative First Film Shown in Great Britain;” the Best 

Film at the Turin Film Festival; and the Grand Prix at the Tokyo International Film 

Festival.  La ardilla roja (The Red Squirrel) continued his raves by winning the 

Audience Award for Best Foreign Film at the Cannes Film Festival; the Special 

Jury Award and Critics Award at the Gerander Fantastic Film Festival; the 

Golden Palm Award for Outstanding Independent Film at the Fort Lauderdale 

Film Festival; Film Creation of the Year at the Luis Bunuel Awards; and Film 

Revelation of the Year by Positif Magazine in France.  The film also garnered 

Medem a Special Award for Direction at the Denver International Film Festival. 
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